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MORE THAN JUST

TICKING
A BOX

Recent developments in
ULD-related technology offer
better containers and improved
data about their location and
condition, writes Mike Bryant

U

nit load devices (ULDs) are an
unsung but critical part of the air
cargo supply chain.
While the technology
relating to containers is not
one that moves at lightning speed, there are
improvements being made to ULD-related
technology all the time.
There are lighter options of basic containers
now available, for example, using less weighty
but robust materials, while some of the most
interesting developments in ULD-related
technology are in the form of sophisticated track
and trace systems that offer shippers, airlines
and forwarders detailed real-time data on the
location, condition and status of their shipments.
The large ULD fleet managers are investing
significant resources in this area.
Zurich-headquartered Unilode, for example,
is working with a container manufacturer,
Zodiac AirCargo Equipment, and IT specialist
OnAsset Intelligence on a Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) tag that can be fully embedded into an
aircraft ULD container or pallet.

Jettainer technology to detect mishandling of ULDs.
Unilode’s interest in such solutions dates
from 2015 and its work on a tracking system
it called CanTrack. However, says Unilode
chief executive Benoit Dumont, while this was
certainly “groundbreaking work”, it was based
on the technology of the day — technology that
has since been superseded.
The BLE5.0 container and pallet tracking
system now being extensively tested by Unilode
represents a big step forward in terms of reach
and integration, Dumont says.
The tags can be seamlessly embedded within
a pallet, ULD or container. The data they
provide on geolocation and conditions — in
terms of temperature, humidity and other
integrity factors — can then be accessed by

‘The combination of receiving data both
when the ULD is on the ground and when
the ULD is in the air offers exciting
opportunities to enhance the service offer
of our customers’
Benoit Dumont, Unilode
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means of what Unilode describes as a “globally
interoperable reader infrastructure”.
‘Interoperable’ refers to the fact that Unilode
has not used proprietary technology in the
system architecture, ensuring it is both fully
non-proprietary and able to interact with other
technologies, offering customers full flexibility
in their accessing of the system and its data.

REAL-TIME DATA
The aim is for the information to become accessible in real time during the ground transport
phase of an airfreight shipment as well as on
board an aircraft. This would make load balancing modifications easier as well as allowing onboard personnel to make changes to the cargo,
such as altering a temperature setting.
Of course, in-flight data transmission to the
ground during flight is a major objective for the
future, though the potential danger when doing
so of adversely affecting an aircraft’s avionics as
yet remains a problem to be overcome.
“Unilode is therefore exercising utmost
diligence in working with regulators,
manufacturers and airlines to make sure
solutions deployed are safe and fully compliant
with laws,” says Dumont. “The combination
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of receiving data both when the ULD is on
the ground and when the ULD is in the air
offers exciting opportunities to enhance the
service offer of our customers, whilst creating
operational efficiencies in line with the
objectives of Cargo iQ.”
Cargo iQ is the IATA programme that defines
quality standards to improve the efficiency of the
airfreight supply chain.
Unilode is working on the various
certifications that will be necessary for BLE5.0 to
get the official green light by aviation authorities,
liaising with agencies such as the US Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) and European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) on this.
“We believe [the technology] will transform
the way this industry works,” Dumont
declares. Having such automated
tracking and status data on hand would
obviate the need for human observance
over cargo’s integrity during shipping,
and offer peace of mind for freight
customers, he believes.
Raunheim, Frankfurt-based
Jettainer is another of the big ULD fleet
managers, but it has decided to take a
slightly different approach to Unilode.
While Unilode owns and manages
approximately 120,000 ULDs for more
than 40 carriers around the world,
Jettainer — a wholly owned subsidiary of
Lufthansa Cargo — is responsible for the
management, steering, positioning, repair
and maintenance of a fleet of about 90,000
units for around 20 airline customers.

A DIFFERENT APPROACH
While Unilode has gone down the road
of providing real-time geolocation as
well as shipment status data, other than
when the cargo is airborne, Jettainer has
— after much research and development in this area — decided to go down
another path.
Jettainer has about 95% real-time
coverage of where its ULDs are at any
given moment, confirms the company’s
head of marketing and public relations,
Martin Kraemer, through the manual
scanning of its ULDs when the containers
are processed at ground stations.
The cost involved in providing realtime geolocation transmission to cover
an additional 2%-3% of the fleet is
prohibitive, Kraemer says.
It is not financially viable for Jettainer
or for its customers, with the real-time
transmission of data requiring relatively
large and expensive battery-equipped
devices, for example.
Thus, the company has instead chosen
to concentrate on offering comprehensive
ULD status data that senses untoward
occurrences and stores that information
for downloading and analysis.
To this end, Jettainer tied up with
Lufthansa Industry Solutions, a sister
company within the Lufthansa Group
and a specialist in this sort of technology
development.
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Together, they have designed and developed
a ‘Black Box’ that can be fitted to a ULD. The
device senses ambient conditions such as
temperature, humidity, noise and even any
acceleration/deceleration of the container. It also
records geolocation data.
The difference to the Unilode approach is that
it does not transmit data on an ongoing basis;
the information will be read by a reader device
only as and when required.
Currently the size of a small box of chocolates,
the aim is to shrink the device to the size of a
mobile phone in the near future.
The primary objective of the Black Box is to
save on repair bills — a not inconsiderable issue
when it comes to ULD fleets.

HORSE BOX
Lufthansa Cargo’s Frankfurt Animal Lounge has a total of 42
horse stalls with up to 28 sq m of space
Variable stalls can be flexibly divided up if necessary, such
as for horses with foals.
The horse stalls are lined with dust-free sawdust, and only
premium hay is fed to the horses.
Specially trained staff and qualified animal keepers ensure
that the animals receive individual 24-hour care.
The entire floor space is coated with non-slip asphalt,
which is more pleasant and more comfortable than
conventional concrete, especially for horses.
There is also an additional washroom for grooms.

Don‘t worry, he‘s in our

Animal Lounge
Join all the other top cargo players at Europe’s Nr. 1 Cargo Hub
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FRA has the world‘s most modern animal station at an airport. Highly qualified employees
look after an average of 110 million animals a year. And we do not only care for your animals:
Frankfurt Airport houses Europe‘s largest Perishables Center, various DGR and valuable goods
storage facilities, and state-of-the-art GDP-certified pharmaceuticals handling space.
www.frankfurt-airport.com/cargo
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Tracking data that can identify when damage
is sustained — a correlation of data relating to
a sudden noise as well as a sudden deceleration
might indicate a collision between a fork lift and
a ULD, for example — will allow the time and
place of the incident to be established.
Steps can then be taken to pinpoint what
caused the accident, and who.
The aim is not to ‘point the finger’ at those
responsible, Kraemer insists, but identifying the
cause of the problem will allow remedial action,
such as additional training for a handler, to be
put in place.
If handlers know that such incidents can be
traced back to them, it might also make them
more careful in the future.
The Black Box is soon to go into a testing
phase that is expected to last about a year. The
focus during this stage will not be on testing the
technology — we know it works, says Kraemer
— but on learning more about how the data can

The CSafe RAP
container keeps
its contents
cool through
a wide range
of ambient
temperatures.

be analysed and how best it can be acted upon.
Could any accident-related data be used,
for example, to alert a repair shop to the work
that soon might need to be undertaken on a
damaged ULD?
Following completion of the testing phase,
Black Box-equipped ULDs could be rolled
out across airline fleets as customers request,
Kraemer predicts, saving large sums of money
on container repair bills.
And, summarises Carsten Hernig, Jettainer’s
managing director: “The ULD Black Box once
again shows Jettainer’s innovation potential,
combined with a strong customer focus and a
sustainable business case.”
Another aspect of ULD-related technology
that continues to develop relates to temperaturecontrolled containers which maintain the
integrity of their contents, typically medicines or
other pharmaceuticals.
In this regard, it has been a big year for Ohio,
US-based CSafe — a provider of active and
passive cool-chain packaging solutions, including
some focused on the airfreight industry.

HANDLING LARGER VOLUMES
Earlier this year, it launched its CSafe RAP
container. The design leverages the same proven
technology and innovation as the company’s
RKN, but in a container optimised for larger
volume shipments, explains the company’s vice
president of global marketing, Brad Jennings.
Jennings continues: “There are many industry

differentiators incorporated into our CSafe
range of active containers. Like the proven
CSafe RKN, the new CSafe RAP also features
ThermoCor VIP insulation, which delivers the
industry’s widest ambient temperature operating
range, from -30 degrees Celsius to 54 degrees
Celsius, the longest passive hold-over time, of
seven hours, and the longest battery-powered
operational run time of more than 120 hours.
“Additionally, CSafe has optimised the
approach to air recirculation, whereby forced air
pressure is utilised to evenly circulate conditioned
air throughout the container cargo area to
completely encapsulate valuable payloads.
“With 10 smart temperature sensors
constantly monitoring this forced airflow, the
container can regulate payload temperatures
within a degree of the user set point.”
According to Jennings, the CSafe RKN and
CSafe RAP are the only active containers that
have been given lower and upper deck flight
approval from both the US FAA and European
Aviation Safety Agency.
“All our airline partners are working through
the processes required to approve the CSafe RAP
for flight on their aircraft,” says Jennings.
“To date, most airline partners have already
approved the new CSafe RAP for flight and
are now accepting the new container for
commercial shipments. CSafe Global expects
that we will continue to see even more CSafe
RAP flight approvals from additional carriers in
the near future.” 

Value Beyond Service
CARGO CONVERSION
Worldwide, Vallair is leading the way with Airbus A321 cargo conversions.
To meet future demand for freighter
conversions Vallair’s portfolio of A321
feedstock balances aircraft age with quality,
maintenance history, flight hours and flight
cycles. Maximising the life of these assets
will ensure that the fleet of converted cargo
airplanes will enter into their second life
after conversion providing customers and
partners with unmatched value underpinned
by a range of sale/lease options.

The A321 has the advantage of a lower
deck cargo system for pallets and
containers - and matching this versatile
capacity with operational economy is
a cornerstone of Vallair’s programme.
Furthermore, commonality of parts and
abundant engine stock will enable Vallair to
support and convert a substantial number
of Airbus aircraft per year by 2022/2023.

Luxembourg

Châteauroux Montpellier

Look ahead.
Choose Vallair’s integrated
expertise and innovative
approach for alternative
cargo capacity.

Follow us on :

www.vallair.aero
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